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Summary 

13C NMR relaxation data have been used to determine dipolar auto- and cross-correlation times for the 
di- and tripeptides GK, KG and GKG, primarily to analyze lysine side-chain motional dynamics. In 
general, correlation times are largest for backbone positions and decrease on going through the lysine 
side chain, consistent with the idea of increased mobility at C a and C~ methylenes. Correlation times, 
however, vary with the peptide ionization state. In the zwitterionic state of GK, for example, both auto- 
and cross-correlation times are at their maximum values, indicating reduced internal motions probably 
resulting from intramolecular electrostatic interactions. Modifying the charge state increases motional 
fluctuations. Activation energies determined from the temperature dependence of CH rotational auto- 
correlation times at neutral pH are approximately equal for glycine and lysine C~ and lysine C 0 and Cv 
positions (4.1 + 0.2 to 4.5 + 0.2 kcal/mol) and tend to decrease slightly for lysine C a and C~ (3.8 + 0.2 to 
4.3 + 0.2 kcal/mol). The sign of lysine side-chain cross-correlations could not be explained by using any 
available rotational model, including one parameterized for multiple internally restricted rotations and 
anisotropic overall tumbling. Molecular and stochastic dynamics calculations were performed to obtain 
insight into correlated internal rotations and coupled overall tumbling and internal motions. Relatively 
strong correlations were found for i,i+l backbone and lysine side-chain internal bond rotations. Stochas- 
tic dynamics calculations were more successful at explaining experimentally observed correlation times. 
In the fully charged state, a preferred conformation was detected with an all-trans lysine side chain. 

Introduction 

13C and ~SN NMR relaxation allows detailed study of 
protein backbone and side-chain rotational mobilities. 
Understanding side-chain motional dynamics is particu- 
larly important in the light of their role in protein folding 
and various binding and enzymatic activities (Dellwo and 
Wand, 1989; Weaver et al., 1989,1992; Palmer et al., 
1991; Nicholson et al., 1992). Rotations of leucine methyl 
groups, for example, are sensitive to the position of the 
residue in the protein and to ligand binding (Nicholson et 
al., 1992). One may expect similar effects in other 'long' 
hydrophobic and polar/charged side chains. For quanti- 
tative modeling of NMR relaxation data of side-chain 
motions, multiple bond rotations must be considered. 

This complicates the analysis. Even using a simple model 
of restricted rotational diffusion (London and Avitable, 
1978; Wittebort and Szabo, 1978) to analyze lysine side- 
chain motions with four internal rotations, various trans/ 
gauche rotomer populations and four internal rotational 
correlation times and restriction parameters need to be 
determined. In proteins and large peptides, where spin 
lattice T~ and spin-spin T 2 relaxation times are not equal 
and {lH-13C} or {~H-15N} NOE coefficients are not at 
their maximum value, multiple experimental parameters 
can be used in model analyses. Unfortunately, NOE coef- 
ficients and auto-correlation functions are not very sensi- 
tive to anisotropic motions (Daragan and Mayo, 1992). 
The situation becomes worse when correlated internal 
rotations and coupling of internal rotations and overall 
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molecular tumbling must be included in the analysis 
(Moro, 1987; Daragan and Mayo, 1994). 

NMR ~3C-multiplet relaxation can provide additional 
motional information. Dipolar cross-correlation spectral 
densities of different methylene CH bonds are much more 
reliable and more sensitive to rotational anisotropy than 
are heteronuclear NOE coefficients. 13C-methylene triplet 
lines of lysine side chains, for example, demonstrate dif- 
ferent relaxation behavior which is related to dipolar and 
dipolar-CSA (chemical shift anisotropy) cross-correlations 
(Bain and Lynden-Bell, 1975; Daragan and Mayo, 1993a; 
Gaisin et al., 1993). Analysis of relaxation data using the 
dipolar-CSA cross-correlation term is difficult, since the 
latter is dependent both on peptide geometry and on the 
orientation of the CSA tensor in the molecular frame. 
Due to the impossibility to accurately determine the prin- 
cipal values and orientation of the CSA tensor, only 
dipolar cross-correlations will be considered in the present 
study. 

The goal of this paper is to analyze side-chain motions 
of lysine residues in tri- and dipeptides (GKG, GK and 
KG) by using dipolar auto- and cross-correlation times 
and molecular modeling. Since dipolar cross-correlation 
times can be accurately measured, these simple peptides 
provide basic models which can be used to develop better 
approaches to describe 'long' side-chain dynamics. Previ- 
ously, we have shown that the ionization states of the N- 
and C-terminal groups significantly affect auto- and 
cross-correlation times in short peptides (Daragan and 
Mayo, 1993b). Similar behavior can be expected in side 
chains with ionizable groups. This in turn underlies the 
role of electrostatic interactions in proteins. Before study- 
ing backbone and side-chain motional dynamics in a 
folded protein or in a folding intermediate, it is necessary 
to establish a working 'baseline' to define internal mo- 
tional properties present for 'free' rotations in the struc- 
turally unconstrained state. Short peptides, not having 
any long-range interactions, are well suited to achieve this 
goal. 

For dipeptides GK and KG, six auto-correlation times, 
%H, for rotational motions of different methylene and 
methine (C~H) CH bonds and five cross-correlation times, 
~HCH (seven ~CH and six ~CH for GKG), can be deter- 
mined. Wittebort and Szabo (1978) and Wittebort et al. 
(1980) have shown the importance of internal rotational 
restrictions for lysine side-chain dynamics. In order to 
fully describe these motional dynamics, one must deter- 
mine all internal correlation times and restriction parame- 
ters (angular limits of internal rotations) for peptide back- 
bone q0 and g and lysine side-chain )~, g2, X3 and •4 bond 
rotations (see Fig. 1, where the structure of GKG is pres- 
ented as an example). To describe peptide overall tumbl- 
ing, six additional parameters are normally needed: three 
principal values of the rotational diffusion tensor and 
three angles for orientation of this tensor in the molecular 

frame. For short peptides, the coupling of overall molecu- 
lar tumbling and internal rotations must be taken into 
account (Dong and Richards, 1992; Daragan and Mayo, 
1994). This, in turn, gives rise to eight coupling coeffi- 
cients, one for each internal bond rotation. Additional 
parameters for correlated internal bond rotations should 
be considered as well. It becomes readily apparent that 
any model which attempts to consider all necessary geo- 
metric and motional terms will be complicated. The fol- 
lowing section outlines some approaches aimed at sim- 
plifying the analysis. 

Theory 

From inversion-recovery NMR experiments, dipolar 
auto- and cross-correlation times for methylene groups 
can be determined by using Eq. 1 (Werbelow and Grant, 
1977; Grant et al., 1991; Daragan and Mayo, 1993a) 
which is valid at the extreme narrowing limit: 

Xcn = Wc r6n / ( Nh2 7~Y~) (la) 

= r H / (6h YCYH) (1 b) "[;HCH 5(Wo_Wi) 6 2 2 2 

h is Planck's constant divided by 2n; rcH is the internu- 
clear bond distance between carbon and hydrogen; Yc and 
Yn are the gyromagnetic ratios for carbon and hydrogen 
nuclei, respectively; W c is the relaxation rate (= 1/T 0 of 
the proton-decoupled 13C resonances; W o and W i are 
initial relaxation rates for outer (average value for left 
and right) and inner 13C resonances. Equation la, where 
N is the number of bonded hydrogens, can be applied to 
methine and methyl groups as well. Although Eq. la is 
valid only when the CSA contribution to the relaxation 
rate is small, Eq. lb is valid even for large values of CSA. 
If one takes an average value for left and right 13C-me- 
thylene triplet lines, contributions from dipolar-CSA 

NH3', 
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% 
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Fig. 1. The molecule GKG, with internal rotations labeled as dis- 
cussed in the text. 



cross-correlations can be excluded. At high magnetic 
fields, such CSA-dipolar effects can be significant even 
for short peptides (Daragan and Mayo, 1993a). 

The general expression for correlation times can be 
written as: 

Xab = 4 n f  (Y2o(0aL(t)) Y20(0bL(0))} dt (2) 
0 

where Y20 is the second-rank spherical harmonic and 0 aL(t) 
is the angle between some internuclear vector a and, for 
example, the direction of the static magnetic field. The 
superscript L denotes the laboratory frame. "l~ab stands for 
auto-correlation (a=b) and cross-correlation (a;eb) 
times. 

Two models used in this paper to analyze ~3C NMR 
relaxation data are outlined below: (1) the model of cor- 
related rotational fluctuations and (2) the model of mul- 
tiple restricted rotational diffusion with anisotropic over- 
all tumbling. 

Model of correlated rotational fluctuations 
In this model, we have considered the coupling of 

overall peptide tumbling and internal rotations by using 
a 'diffusive' frame (Daragan and Mayo, 1994). Trans- 
formation from the laboratory frame to a diffusive frame 
simplifies calculation of the correlation function in Eq. 2 
by allowing it to be factorized as Co(t)Cab(t), where Co(t ) 
and Cab(t ) a re  the overall and internal correlation times, 
respectively. Assuming the overall molecular tumbling of 
the diffusive frame to be isotropic with correlation time 
z o, one can write equations for the correlation time Xab as: 

Xab = /exp(-t/%) C~ (t) dt (3) 
0 

where 

Cia~ (t) = 1/2(3(x~(t) Xb(0) + ya(t) yb(0) + Za(t) Zb(0)) 2 - 1} (4) 

and Xa(t), y,(t), za(t), Xb(t), yb(t), Zb(t) are components of 
the unit vector directed along CH bonds 'a' and 'b' in the 
diffusive frame (Daragan and Mayo, 1994). 

Since deviations from isotropic tumbling are not as 
pronounced for side-chain motions (Levine et al., 1974), 
only cases of isotropic tumbling for this model have been 
considered below, cm~ (t) has been calculated by integrat- 
ing the decay curve from stochastic dynamics calcula- 
tions. It is important to note that initial values of Cia% t (t) 
are related to molecular geometry by: 

Cia~ (0) ~- 0.5 (3 COS20ab-- 1) (5) 

where Oab is the angle between the 'a' and 'b' vectors. It 
should be noted that cross-correlation times can be nega- 
tive when O.b < 54.7 ~ and internal rotations are relatively 
slow. 
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In order to describe rotational fluctuations within a 
potential well, a two-state jump model has been used 
during computer modeling. This model is capable of 
describing both molecular dynamics simulations and 
NMR relaxation data (Daragan and Mayo, 1993b). For 
this analysis, jumps between 7o-7 and 70 + 7 angles are 
allowed. 7o is the equilibrium angle (one each for q0, ~ or 
X bond rotations) and 7 is the amplitude of the rotational 
fluctuation. The potential coupling of internal rotations 
and overall tumbling is treated via use of recoil coeffi- 
cients, K (Daragan and Mayo, 1994), which describe 
recoil effects (Moro, 1987) from rotation of one part of 
a molecule on another part of the molecule. For ;(~ rota- 
tions, the recoil coefficient may be written as: 

Kix : AZ~ nd/ (AZend q- nZ[est ) (6) 

where Ag e"d and AX[ ~ are two rotation angles with respect 
to one of the lysine side-chain bonds about which the 
rotation is occurring. These angles can be measured in the 
diffusive or in the laboratory frame (Daragan and Mayo, 
1994). The superscripts 'end' and 'rest' refer to the ter- 
minal part of the side chain and to the body of the pep- 

i tide, respectively. K x = 1 indicates no recoil effects, such 
that rotation about one of the lysine side-chain C-C me- 
thylene bonds does not perturb rotations/tumbling of the 
rest of the peptide. For q0 and ~ bond rotations, K~ and 
K v are defined as: 

K, = A(Plef t / (Aq)left + A(Pright ) (7) 

KR/~-- z~ll/right / (All/right -t- Alq./left ) (8) 

where the subscripts 'left' and 'right' refer to an N- and 
C-terminal division of the peptide with respect to the C a- 
C bond for q0 rotation and with respect to the N-C~ bond 
for ~ rotation. K can vary from 0 to 1, depending on the 
moments of inertia of the mass on each side of the pep- 
tide bond in question and, in general, on intermolecular 
interactions. For small-amplitude fluctuations, it may be 
assumed that moments of inertia play the most important 
role in recoil rotations. 

To minimize the number of model parameters, these 
coupling coefficients have been estimated independently 
by using the law of conservation of angular momentum. 
To calculate K x coefficients, for example, one can write: 

K z = 1/(1 q- A~rest / A~end) = 1/(1 +1end/1rest ) (9) 

where Iend and lrest a re  the moments of inertia on both 
sides of a particular bond. Equation 9 is strictly valid for 
a symmetrical intramolecular potential U(x)=U(-x) 
(Daragan and Mayo, 1994). Results of these calculations, 
as well as the method of taking into account internal 
rotational correlations, will be presented below. 
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Model of multiple restricted rotational diffusion in the 
presence of anisotropic overall tumbling 

To reduce the number of parameters normally required 
to describe anisotropic overall molecular tumbling, the 
modified Kirkwood-Steel-Huntress theory (Steel, 1963; 
Huntress, 1970; Vetrov et al., 1984; Gladkii et al., 1987) 
has been applied to evaluate the principal values of the 
rotational diffusion tensor. This approach works better 
than hydrodynamic theory when a molecule may be rep- 
resented as a series of linked spheres (Knaus et al., 1980). 
The theory is based on Steel's equation for diffusion 
about some axis x with diffusion coefficient Dxx (Steel, 
1963; Huntress, 1970), written as: 

Dxx = kT 21xx(O2U/O)'2x ) (10) 

U is an intermolecular potential; )'x and Ixx are the angle 
of rotation and the moment of inertia, respectively, about 
the x-axis; k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the 
temperature (K). The angular brackets refer to the ensem- 
ble average. The interaction between solute and solvent 
molecules is assumed to be the sum of (solute atom) - 
(solvent) pair interactions. 

I-fl~ "~12 ((~ks)6 ] 
e / /"ks / (11) U = ~ U k ~ = 4 ~  vVa3 

where subscript k refers to one of the solute (peptide) 
atoms. For simplicity in applying Eq. 10, a Lennard- 
Jones-type atom-solvent potential was used. The result of 

k is the closest solute atom to the 's' solvent molecule. 
The coefficient C(s,T) depends on the solvent and on the 
temperature. Although C(s,T) cannot be estimated easily, 
relative calculations in which this coefficient vanishes 
have been performed to obtain ratios of the principal 
values of the rotational diffusion tensor. Gladkii et al. 
(1987) have shown that rks = 1.10ks works best for this 
calculation. 

Wittebort and Szabo (1978) have described a model of 
restricted multiple rotations where overall tumbling has 
been considered as symmetric top rotational diffusion. 
Below, we will show by using the modified Kirkwood- 
Steel-Huntress theory that symmetric top-type anisotropic 
rotation (with Dxx = Dyy) is a good approximation to de- 
scribe overall tumbling in the dipeptides KG and GK. In 
this respect, one can generalize Eq. 3.13 given by Witte- 
bort and Szabo (1978) to obtain an expression for auto- 
and cross-correlation spectral densities: 

2 
"l~ab = ~nl,...,nj,c0,cl,c',,...(6Dxx + c0(D=- Dxx) + n~/% +... 

2 2 + n~/xj) -1 X d~,(~lo,)dco<(Ilm)Vc,,o,,..,(A)' 0 

X d21c2(l]12)d2,1c,z(l]12)Fcz,c,2,n2(A)'2) X... 

• d2j_lCj(l~j_ la)dc2j_lc~i(~j_l,j)Fq,c,j,ni(A,~)dcjO(Oa)dc,jO(Ob ) (1 3) 
x cos [(c, - C'l) ~l~ + ( c ~ -  c9  % + . . .  

+ (Cj_, -- Cj_l) [3~,j_l, j + (Cj(Pa -- Cj(Pb)] 

where 

F~ e 0(k)') = sin (cA)') sin (c'AT) (14) 
C C'A)' 2 

and 

cc'A72 [cos (cAT) cos (c'AT) (1 - (-1) n) + sin(cA)') sin (c'A)') (1 + (-1)n)] 

F ,,(AT) = [(cA7)2 (nn/2) 2] [(c'A7)2- (nn/2) 2] 
(15) 

the calculation, however, does not depend significantly on 
the potential used. Under the assumption that (solute 
atom) - (solvent) pair correlation functions are spherically 
symmetric and depend only on the distance between the 
solvent molecule and the nearest solute atom (Vetrov et 
al., 1984; Gladkii et al., 1987) one can obtain: 

(azU/b72x) = C(s,T)Y~ r3s 
k 

I (.aZUks(rks) 1 ~Uk, (rk~))(r yRkz_ rORky)nk~ (12) 
x ~. arE rks ark, ) 

0Uks(rk~) .Rky___+Rk~ ~- r~Rky+ r~Rkz 
+ t) rks \ rks ak~ 

where Rkx, Rky , Rkz are the coordinates of atom k in the 
molecular frame and r ~ ry, r ~ are the cosines of the angles 
between the rks vector and the molecular frame axes. ~ks 
is the region of polar angles 0k ,q )  k which determines the 
orientation of the rks vector in the molecular frame, where 

13D~ is the angle between the z-axis of the rotational diffu- 
sion tensor and the axis of the first internal rotation. I~j_l,j 
is the angle between j-1 and j axes of internal rotation, 
and %_1j is the dihedral angle which specifies the direction 
about which the restricted rotation occurs. In our case, 
ai_~j is the dihedral angle formed by atoms j-2, j - l ,  j, j+l, 
where j = 0,1,2,3,4,5 corresponds to Ca, C~, C v C 8, C~ and 
N atoms of the lysine side chain. A M is the amplitude of 
restricted internal motion for j axes of internal rotation 
(formed by atoms j-1 and j). d~c2(I]) are elements of the 
reduced Wigner rotation matrix, x~ is the correlation time 
of i-internal rotation (Wittebort and Szabo, 1978) which 
can be written as: 

"C i -- 472 (16) 
naD~ 

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of the ith internal 
rotation. 0a, 0b, tPa, % are the polar angles of vectors a 
and b (Cj-H bonds in our case) in a molecular frame 
where the z-axis coincides with the Cj_1-Cj bond. 
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Materials and Methods 

Peptides 
Dipeptides GK and KG were purchased from Sigma 

Co. and were used without further purification. All sam- 
ples were dissolved in 0.6 ml D20 in a 5 mm NMR tube. 
The peptide concentration was typically 25 mg/ml. The 
pH was adjusted by adding microliter quantities of 
NaOD or DC1. 

Tripeptide GKG was synthesized on a Milligen Bio- 
search 9600 automated peptide synthesizer. The proce- 
dures used were based on Merrifield solid-phase synthesis 
utilizing Fmoc-BOP chemistry (Stewart and Young, 
1984). After the coupling steps, the peptide support and 
side-chain protection groups were acid-cleaved (trifluoro 
acetic acid and scavenger mixture). Crude GKG was 
analyzed for purity on a Hewlett-Packard 1090M analyti- 
cal HPLC using a reversed-phase C18 VyDac column. 
The peptide was about 95% pure. Further purification 
was done on a preparative reversed-phase HPLC C18 
column using an elution gradient of 0-60% acetonitrile 
with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in water. The amino acid 
composition was checked on a Beckman 6300 amino acid 
analyzer by total hydrolysis (6N HC1 at 110 ~ for 18-20 
h) and by mass spectrometry. The final peptide purity 
was greater than 99%. 

NMR relaxation experiments 
L3C NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker 

AMX-500 spectrometer at a 13C frequency of 125 MHz. 
The temperature, which was varied from 278 to 343 K, 
was calibrated by measuring 1,2-dihydroxyethane ~H 
chemical shifts. Spin-lattice relaxation was monitored by 
the inversion-recovery method with and without broad- 
band proton decoupling. The number of acquisitions was 
varied from 32 to 1024 (for 13C proton-coupled relax- 
ation) in order to maintain a signal-to-noise ratio greater 
than 6. At least 10 partially relaxed spectra were acquired 
for each relaxation experiment. To reduce errors from 
radiofrequency field inhomogeneities, the composite 180 ~ 
pulse (90~ ~ 180y~-90x ~ was used. 

Auto- and cross-correlation times XcH and Zncn were 
calculated from initial relaxation rate curves by using Eqs. 
la and lb. To minimize the error in determining these 
rates, a least-squares method with weighted functions, 
e.g., A(t)= exp(-2Ww t), was used. Ww was calculated by 
minimizing the function Y~i(I0 - I i - A exp(-Ww ti)) 2, where 
I0 and Ii are equilibrium and transient values, respectively, 
of resonance intensities. To calculate the relaxation rate, 
W, the function 

S = ]~ exp(-2Ww ti) (I 0- I i -  A exp(-W t~)) 2 (17) 
i 

was minimized. This method reduces errors arising from 
inaccuracies normally present at the tail of relaxation 

curves plotted on the semilogarithmic scale. Statistical 
errors in determining spin-lattice relaxation rates were 
less than about 5%. 

Computer modeling 
Computer modeling was used to provide a more physi- 

cally meaningful picture of the influence of overall tumbl- 
ing and internal rotations on motional correlation times. 
Molecular dynamics calculations were performed for 
peptides in water by using standard AMBER potential 
energy parameters in the DISCOVER program (Version 
2.9; Biosym Technologies, Inc.). All calculations were 
done by using four R4400 CPUs operating on a Silicon 
Graphics Challenge-L computer. Periodic boundary con- 
ditions were applied to a 20 x 20 • 20/k cell with a cutoff 
distance of 10 A. Each simulation ran 5 x l0 s steps with 
a time step of 1 fs. Molecular coordination files were 
recorded every 500 steps following stabilization of the 
total energy (about 2.5 x 10 4 steps). Input files for molecu- 
lar dynamics runs were the result of conjugate gradient 
minimizations of each peptide/water system. 

To check the role of rotational fluctuations, stochastic 
dynamics modeling (Daragan and Mayo, 1994) was done. 
Previous MD minimization provided peptide coordinates. 
To generate different peptide conformations, % ~ and X 
angles were rotated and resulting structures were taken as 
'equilibrium' conformations. Internal rotational fluctu- 
ations were viewed as jumps between two states Yo- 7 and 
7o + 7, where 7o is the equilibrium value of one of the % ~ff 
and Z peptide backbone and side-chain angles, and 7 is 
the amplitude of rotational fluctuations. For GK and 
K G ,  2 6=  64 states were considered for q~, ~, Z1, Z2, ;r and 
Z4 rotations. Transition probabilities between i and j 
states (i,j = 1,2 ..... 64), Wij, were calculated under the as- 
sumption that: 

Wijor [ ]~(R~- Rk)2] ms (18) 
k 

where R~ is the coordinate vector of the kth peptide atom 
in the laboratory frame for the ith state. Equation 18 
approximates peptide/water interactions during rotational 
fluctuations: the smaller the changes in peptide orienta- 
tion during internal rotations, the fewer the perturbations 
to the water structure. By using this approach, correla- 
tions of internal rotations are also accounted for: to re- 
duce distortions in peptide geometry, simultaneous rota- 
tions about different bonds were allowed. Such transitions 
were found to be preferable when peptide geometry dis- 
tortions were minimal. Strong correlations (large values of 
Wij) were found when A~A% < 0, AZ~AZ3 < 0, Az2Az4 < 0, 

A~2A~3 > 0 or  A~3A~4 > 0, Backbone rotational (A~t~,A%0 
correlations are well known from molecular dynamics 
simulations of proteins and short peptides (McCammon 
et al., 1977; Garcia, 1992). 

Using a stochastic dynamics approach, auto- and 
cross-correlation functions were calculated by using Eqs. 
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3 and 4, and the corresponding correlation times were 
estimated via integration of these functions. For each 
time point in a correlation function, at least 105 values 
were calculated with successive averaging. 

Results 

13C N M R  relaxation data 

The pH dependence of auto- and cross-correlation 
times for GK, KG and GKG C-H bond rotations is 
shown in Figs. 2A-C. Regardless of position in the se- 
quence, glycine C~H auto-correlation times are always less 
than those for lysine C~H rotations. This is consistent 
with the expected greater rotational freedom for glycine 
relative to that for the bulkier lysine residue. In KG, Zc 
of the C-terminal glycine is largest at pH 2. The same 
observation has been made for triglycine (Daragan and 
Mayo, 1993b). The COOH group has a greater potential 
for hydrogen bond formation with solvent water mol- 
ecules, thereby reducing motional amplitudes. The N- 
terminal glycine C~H in GK gives the smallest Xc value at 
pH 10, where titration of the protonated amine reduces 
the number of potential NH/water hydrogen bonds, there- 
by increasing rotational mobility (Daragan and Mayo, 
1993). In GKG at pH 6, correlation times of C-terminal 
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Fig. 2. Auto- and cross-correlation times of rotational motions of different CH bonds for (A) GK, (B) KG and (C) GKG. Data are given for 298 
K and at pH values of 2, 6 and 10 as indicated in the figure. The peptide concentration in water was 30 mg/ml. For GKG, values for the C- 
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Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of auto-correlation times for 
different CH-bond rotations in GK and KG. The peptide concentra- 
tion in water was 30 mg/ml. 

glycine rotations are unexpectedly shorter than those for 
N-terminal glycine rotations; they become approximately 
equal at pH 10. Qualitatively, the pH dependence of auto- 
and cross-correlation times for N- and C-terminal gly- 

cines is similar for GGG (Daragan and Mayo, 1993) and 
for GK, KG and GKG. 

In all peptides, lysine side-chain motions increase (%H 
decreases) on going from C~ to C~. Lysine side chains in 
GK and KG, however, display somewhat different pH 
dependencies. In GK, lysine side-chain ~cH values are 
maximal at pH 6 (fully charged state), whereas those in 
KG decrease with increasing pH. In GKG, the ~c pH 
dependence is not as pronounced. This effect is attenu- 
ated for lysine side-chain dynamics in GKG. 

There are two possible explanations for observed lysine 
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side-chain rotational correlation time differences among 
GKG, KG and GK: (i) intermolecular associations; and 
(ii) intramolecular interactions. Either possibility is prob- 
ably electrostatically modulated. Since the effect is highly 
reduced for GKG relative to KG and GK, intramolecular 
interactions probably do contribute to the observed dif- 
ferences. To check for intermolecular associations, how- 
ever, KG auto-correlation times were measured over a 
peptide concentration range of 5 to 100 mg/ml (data not 
shown). Only C~H auto-correlation times are, within 
error, slightly affected. On decreasing the concentration 
20-fold, ZCH is decreased at most by about 15%. Since no 
significant concentration dependence was observed for 
lysine side-chain ~CH values, one may conclude that asso- 
ciations which do occur do so via interactions between N- 
and C-terminal charged groups. Conclusions drawn about 
lysine side-chain dynamics, therefore, are apparently 
independent of this association process and primarily 
reflect intramolecular interactions. 

Since the ZCH temperature dependence for GK and KG 
appears linear (Fig. 3), the Arrhenius equation was used 
in least-squares fits of these data to yield activation en- 
ergies, EcH, given in Table 1. ECH values are close to those 
previously measured for triglycine (Daragan and Mayo, 
1993b). Although absolute values of correlation times are 
relatively sensitive to pH, ECH does not vary significantly 
with pH. Based on the observation that ECH shows mini- 
mal pH dependencies and is essentially invariant for dif- 
ferent peptides, one may conclude that peptide-water 
interactions primarily influence overall tumbling and 
internal motions of these short peptides. 

Cross-correlation times for GK, KG and GKG are 
given in Figs. 2A-C. At 125 MHz and pH 2 or 6, glycine 
C~ and lysine C~ resonances overlap for GK and GKG. 
Therefore, some cross-correlation times were measured at 
a 13C frequency of 90 MHz. Irrespective of experimental 
errors indicated for ZHc n values, one can conclude that 
cross-correlation times for all peptides show the same 
qualitative trends. Most significant is the observation that 
in the zwitterionic state, C~H 2 and C~H 2 lysine side-chain 
groups demonstrate large negative and positive signs, 
respectively, in their rotational cross-correlation terms. 
These ZHcH values change sign and are attenuated when 
the ionization state is changed at low or high pH. For all 
other carbons, cross-correlation times tend to remain 
closer to zero, with the exception of the GK glycine C a l l  2 

TABLE 1 
ACTIVATION ENERGIES OF AUTO-CORRELATION TIMES FOR G K  AND KG PEPT1DES ~ 

Peptide EGly E~ El3 Ev E8 E~ 

KG (pH=6)  4.4 (0.2) 4.2 (0.2) 4.1 (0.1) 4.0 (0.1) 3.9 (0.2) 3.8 (0.2) 
KG (pH = 10) 4.2 (0.2) 4.0 (0.2) 4.0 (0.2) 4.2 (0.3) 3.9 (0.4) 4.1 (0.2) 
GK (pH=6)  4.4 (0.2) 4.5 (0.2) 4.5 (0.1) 4.4 (0.2) 4.3 (0.2) 4.1 (0.3) 

a Activation energies in kcal/mol. Experimental errors are given in parentheses. 
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TABLE 2 
BACKBONE AND SIDE-CHAIN DIHEDRAL ANGLES FOR DIPEPTIDES GK AND KG ~ 

Peptide DJDII V~ 9 0 Z ~ Z~ Z~ Z~ 

GK b (tttt) 0.23 146 -142 -173 177 179 179 
GK (tg-g-t) 0.31 -85 -86 -157 -61 -67 105 
GK (tg-tg-) 0.30 -77 -71 -179 -93 140 -83 
GK (tg§ +) 0.28 -78 -72 169 57 -148 68 
GK ~ (tttt) 0.40 -84 -145 -167 179 -176 178 

KG b (tttt) 0.43 -136 133 -170 -179 178 -178 
KG (tg-tg) 0.60 -84 122 -179 -100 -174 -79 
KG (tg§ +) 0.62 92 125 177 66 174 75 
KG (tttg-) 0.58 -88 144 -167 -154 170 -75 
KG ~ (tttt) 0.35 124 -172 -169 -179 -180 -178 

All dihedral angles are in degrees and were obtained by energy minimization with and without electrostatic interactions using standard AMBER 
potentials in the DISCOVER program. The Z] angles are for N-C~-C~-Cv moieties of lysine residues. Given in parentheses are the minimization 
starting conformations of the lysine side chain. Starting angles of ~ and cpz peptide backbone rotations were equal to 180 ~ The ratios of diffusion 
coefficients calculated from the modified Kirkwood-Steel-Huntress theory are also presented. 
The results of calculations without electrostatic interactions. 
The results of calculations for pH= 10 (all other data are for pH=6). 

( p H =  10). Since cross-correlat ion times at 90 M H z  for 

G K  (pH 6 and 100 mg/ml) are Xncr~(Gly)=3.3+l ps, 

XHc.(C~) = - 2 8  + 5 ps, "CncH(Cr) = - 9 . 8  + 3 ps, XHcH(C~) =4.5 
+ 2 ps, and XHcH(C~)=--0.4 + 1 ps, it is apparent  that even 
at high concentrat ion,  cross-correlat ion times follow the 
same trend. In any event, electrostatic interact ions signifi- 

cantly affect lysine side-chain mot iona l  dynamics in G K ,  

K G  and G K G  peptides. 

Computer simulations 
tp, ~,  Z], Z2, Z3 and Z4 bond  rotat ional  energy profiles 

were calculated by using the Biosym suite o f  programs 
with s tandard  A M B E R  potentials.  Al though it is recog- 

nized that  so lvent -pept ide  interactions will have some 
effect on rota t ional  ampl i tudes  and energetics, calcula- 

Xd t) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

0 500 
t (ps) 

t ions were performed in vacuo for simplicity. G K  and 

K G  start ing structures (see Table 2) were chosen from 
energy-minimized conformat ions  with the lowest minima.  

Screening from pola r  water  molecules attenuates electro- 
static interactions and therefore influences the ampl i tudes  
and posi t ions o f  rotat ional  energy barriers. Calculat ion of  

mot iona l  parameters ,  however, does not  depend signifi- 

cantly on small  conformat ional  changes in the peptides, 

and only conformat ions  which are presented in Table 2 
have been used. 

Molecular  dynamics calculations for G K  in water will 

be presented to illustrate the stability o f  'equi l ibr ium'  
conformat ions  and the role of  conformat ional  jumps  on 

pept ide dynamics. The time dependencies o f  G K  cp, ~ ,  Z~, 

Z2, Z3 and Z4 dihedral  angles at p H  = 6 and pH = 10 are 

IZ  IJI,?I'ZZZ?  MT?I 
o 500 

t (ps) 

Fig. 4. The time dependence of various dihedral angle fluctuations in GK, taken from a molecular dynamics simulation in water. A 500 ps run 
with a sampling period of 1 ps is shown. The y-axes on each graph vary from -180 ~ to 180 ~ Electrostatic potentials have been varied to 
approximate pH values of 6 (left) and 10 (right). The simulation temperature was 350 K. Standard AMBER potentials were used in all calculations. 
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Fig. 5. Internal auto- and cross-correlation functions, C~u(t), for 
different CH-bond rotations in GK, calculated by using stochastic 
dynamics modeling. Two different equilibrium peptide conformations 
were used (see Table 2). Time units are given in terms of 3z, where "~ 
is the average correlation time for rotational fluctuations. 

given in Fig. 4. Shortly after initiation of the calculation 
from the equilibrium structure, the lysine side-chain con- 
formation became all-trans for whichever starting confor- 
mation was chosen at pH = 6. The all-trans conformation 
was relatively stable during the entire 500 ps run. How- 
ever, rotational fluctuations and a few conformational 
jumps were observed. Backbone bond rotational fluctu- 
ation amplitudes were significantly larger than those for 
the lysine side chain�9 It appears that rotational fluctu- 
ations within potential energy minima are important and 
may dominate lysine side-chain internal motions in GK, 
KG and GKG. This view is consistent with activation 
energy barriers calculated from the temperature depend- 
ence of auto-correlation times. These barriers are relative- 
ly large (about 5 kcal/mol) with respect to the kinetic 
energy of a single bond rotation. Moreover, the apparent 
infrequency of conformational jumps suggests that rota- 
tional fluctuations dominate lysine side-chain internal 
motions and therefore contribute most to observed rota- 
tional correlation times and measured values of ECH. 
Large-amplitude rotational fluctuations within a peptide 
(or protein) disturb surrounding water molecules. For 
GK, KG and GKG, this is apparent since Ecn values are 
approximately equal to the activation energy barrier for 
the viscosity of water (4.6 kcal/mol) (Tyrrell, 1961). At 
pH 10, the lysine side chain becomes more mobile (Fig. 

4). These calculations illustrate the importance of electro- 
static interactions in stabilizing peptide conformation. 

Stochastic dynamics calculations (Daragan and Mayo, 
1994) provide a simple approach to obtain various model 
parameters from 13C NMR relaxation data. Calculated 
correlation functions are exemplified in Fig. 5. These 
calculations were performed on GK from an 'equilibrium' 
(tttt) and (tg+tg § lysine side-chain conformation (Table 
2). Rotational fluctuation amplitudes are the following: 
A~I/1 = 100 ~ A%=70 ~ Azl = 30 ~ AX2 = 30 ~ A~3 = 30 ~ and 
AZ4 = 30 ~ In Fig. 5, only internal correlation functions 
Cia~ t (t) (see Eq. 4) are shown. Various decay rates for auto- 
and cross-correlation functions have been determined 

with transition probabilities between various rotomer 
'states', as described previously (Daragan and Mayo, 
1993b). Using Eq. 5 and data presented above, one can 
approximate auto- and cross-correlation functions by 
using the 'model-free' Eq. 19: 

Cian~ ( t )  : ( 0 . 5 (3  CoS2Oab -- l )  -- S2ab) e x p ( - t  / '~i) -I- S2ab (19)  

For the auto-correlation function (a= b), Eq. 19 becomes 
the well-known Lipari-Szabo equation: 

int Caa (t) = (1 -  S2aa) exp(- t / t i )+ $2 a (20) 

where SZaa are order parameters (Lipari and Szabo, 1982; 
Kay and Torchia, 1991). Comparison of calculated corre- 
lation functions and NMR relaxation data will be dis- 
cussed below. 

Analysis and Discussion 

Simple analysis of glycine motions 
In all peptides, glycine residues are relatively mobile, 

as can be seen from molecular dynamics trajectories (Fig. 
4). Coupling coefficients, K, are probably close to one 
due to large differences in the moments of inertia of gly- 
cine and the remainder of the peptide. Overall peptide 
tumbling, therefore, is essentially independent of internal 
rotations about the ~1 bond in G K  and about the % 
bond in KG. Under this assumption, we can write general 
equations for auto- and cross-correlation times (Daragan 
and Mayo, 1993b) for tetrahedral geometry of the me- 
thylene group: 

gcn = S~nx0 + (1 - S~)  % xi / (% + %) (21 a) 

"tHc n = S~c,% + (-  1/3 - S~cu) x0 xi / (% + %) (21 b) 

where xi is the correlation time of internal rotation. The 
overall tumbling correlation times, % in Eqs. 21a and 21b 
may be interpreted as the correlation time for reorien- 
tation of the CI~-C1 bond in GK and GKG (for the N- 
terminus), the N2-C2~ bond in KG and the N3-C3~ bond 
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TABLE 3 
ROTATIONAL AUTO- 
RESIDUES IN GK, KG 

AND CROSS-CORRELATION TIMES AND PARAMETERS OF RESTRICTED MOTIONS OF GLYCINE 
AND GKG AT DIFFERENT pHs AT 298 K a 

Peptide pH Xcn XHC. "CO 2 7 S~, 

Gly-Lys 2 22 . . . .  
Gly-Lys 6 25 . . . .  
Gly-Lys 10 18 6 90 180 0.20 
Gly-Lys b 6 29 3.3 110 160 0.27 
Lys-Gly 2 30 . . . .  
Lys-Gly 6 23 0.3 75 150 0.34 
Lys-Gly 10 17 6 90 180 0.20 
*Gly-Lys-Gly 6 35 2.5 120 150 0.30 
Gly-Lys-*Gly 6 25 4.3 100 160 0.24 
*Gly-Lys-Gly 10 28 3.7 105 160 0.26 
Gly-Lys-*Gly 10 25 2.6 91 150 0.28 

a All correlation times are in ps. The angles y (~ are determined from a model of rotational restricted diffusion. Errors in determinations of Xcn 
are 1 ps; errors in determinations of XHCH are 2-3 ps. 

b Results at a peptide concentration of 100 mg/ml and a ~3C NMR frequency of 90 MHz. Some data are missing because of overlap of NMR 
multiplet lines. Errors in determination of 27 are about 20~ errors in determination of % are 10 15 ps. 

in GKG. For many models of  one-axis rotations, SZcr~ 
can be written as (Daragan and Mayo, 1993b) 

S~c . = (1 - 3S~H)/6 (22) 

The order parameters S2H and $2c, depend on internal 
rotational restrictions. For example, if we consider the 
model of two-state rotational jumps between 3'0-3' and 
%+3' (Tsutsumi, 1979; Daragan and Mayo, 1993b), then 

SZH = 1 -- (8127) sin27(1 + 8cos23') (23) 

For the model of restricted rotational diffusion with spe- 
cific boundary limits (London and Avitable, 1978; Witte- 
bort and Szabo, 1978; Daragan and Mayo, 1993b), SzH 
can be approximated by: 

S2H = 1 -- (819) (1 -- sinZy/(33 '2) (1 + 2cos23')) (24) 

For the model of rotational fluctuations within a poten- 
tial well(s), the internal correlation time, %, is much less 
than the correlation time of overall tumbling, x0. In this 
case, the second terms in Eqs. 21a and 21b vanish, and 
one can estimate "c o and SZH from the experimental values 
of  ~cH and "CINCH. Rotational restriction limits, 27, for the 
model of restricted rotational diffusion also have been 
determined. The model of rotational jumps was not used 
here because there are multiple solutions of Eq. 23 for 
large values of 7. For simplicity, conformational jumps 
over barriers and rotational fluctuations within potential 
wells will not be differentiated, and the values of 7 will be 
used to describe the average values of internal rotational 
restrictions. Values of  27 and S2H are given in Table 3. 

For G K  and G K G  at high pH, the N-terminal glycine 
is deprotonated, making it less bulky and less able to 
form hydrogen bonds with solvent water molecules. This, 

in turn, leads to an increase in G K  glycine and G K G  N- 
terminal glycine mobilities, as reflected in the values of 
SZH and %. In KG, a decrease in glycine rotational mobil- 
ity at low pH can be explained by following the same 
reasoning, while an increase in glycine rotational mobility 
at high pH is apparently the result of reduced intramo- 
lecular electrostatic interactions. Large values of 27, 
obtained from the model of  restricted rotational diffusion, 
indicate that large-amplitude conformational jumps sig- 
nificantly influence terminal glycine internal rotations. 
These values are in good agreement with the molecular 
dynamics simulations shown in Fig. 4. In the zwitterionic 
state, mobility of  G3 in G K G  is greater than it is for G1 
in triglycine (Daragan and Mayo, 1993b). As shown in 
Fig. 6, this is the result of different energy profiles for ~, 
and q~3 rotations, which are quite similar to those in tri- 
glycine. 

Model of multiple restricted uncoupled rotations 
Based on the approach described by Wittebort and 

Szabo (1978), a model of multiple restricted uncoupled 
rotations can be defined by using a molecular frame with 
respect to the peptide and by estimating the components 
of  the rotational diffusion tensor and its orientation with- 
in this frame. To evaluate these diffusion tensor compo- 
nents, calculations using the modified Kirkwood-Steel-  
Huntress theory (Eq. 10) were performed for KG and 
GK. To estimate the possible influence of water-peptide 
interactions, calculations were also performed for peptide/ 
water complexes with different numbers of water mol- 
ecules, under the assumption that the orientation of the 
rotational diffusion tensor coincides with that of the 
tensor of  the moment of inertia. Calculations on G K  with 
an all-trans lysine side-chain conformation yield the ratio 
DJDIp = 0.23 [Dll = Dzz, D• = (Dxx + Dvv)/2]. The value of 
Dxx/Dvy, which characterizes the deviation from a sym- 
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Fig. 6. Energy profiles for ~ and q~3 rotations in GKG, calculated in 
vacuo by the DISCOVER program. 

metric top-type rotation, is equal to 1.23. The ratio 0.23 
is close to the anisotropy value estimated from the tensor 
of  the moment  of  inertia: 2Izz / (Ixx + Iyy) = 0.24, whereas 
the ratio of  Dxx/Dyy is greater than Ivv/Ixx=0.86, Ixx, 
Iyv and Izz are components  of  the moment  of  inertia ten- 
sor. Adding water to the carboxylate and amine groups 
modifies the rotational anisotropy slightly: D• 
and Dxx/Dvv= 1.29. These ratios were calculated for a 
peptide complexed with four and three water molecules to 
the carboxylate and amine groups, respectively. Since 
Dxx/Dyy is close to 1, one can use the symmetric top ap- 
proximation to describe overall peptide tumbling. Dl/Dll 
values for other trans/gauche conformations of  G K  and 
KG are given in Table 2. 

Intermolecular interactions change the orientation of  
the rotational diffusion tensor with respect to the orienta- 
tion o f  the moment  of  inertia tensor. To describe such 
reorientations, the molecular coordinate system centered 
on the C a a tom of  lysine has been chosen. The y- and z- 

axes lie in the plane formed by N, C~ and C atoms, with 
the z-axis bisecting the N-C, -C  angle and directed toward 
the lysine side chain. The x-axis is perpendicular to this 
plane. For symmetric top rotational diffusion, only four 
parameters need to be determined: the polar angles o f  the 
ZD-axis of  the diffusive frame with respect to the molecu- 
lar frame, 0D and ~)D and the components  o f  the diffusion 
tensor: Dtl = Dzz and D . - -Dxx  = Dyv. Calculated correla- 
tion times depend on the conformation of  the lysine side 
chain, i.e. dihedral angles Z0 (ai-l,~ in Eq. 13), and on the 
conformation of  the peptide backbone, i.e., q0 ~ and t~ ~ 
dihedral angles. The superscript '0 '  was used here to 
denote equilibrium values o f  El and q0,~ angles. Two 
additional parameters need to be determined for each ~i 
internal rotation: the internal rotational diffusion coeffi- 
cient, D~, and the angular restriction, Ag~. The number o f  
experimental parameters is not  sufficient for an accurate 
fit. Therefore, to reduce the number of  model parameters, 
some stable structures (Table 2) were determined from 
energy minimization calculations using the D I S C O V E R  
program. Electrostatic interactions were taken into 
account  during these rninimizations. Results are given in 
Table 5. There is no strong dependence of  rotational 
anisotropy on the conformational  state, but the difference 
between G K  and KG peptides is substantial. 

The fitting procedure given in Eq. 13 was used to 
determine the orientation of  the rotational diffusion ten- 
sor (0 D and % angles), the correlation time of  overall 
tumbling z• l/6D• the angular restrictions A)~ and the 
rotational diffusion coefficients for internal rotations D~. 
DflDit values were taken from Table 2 in order to reduce 
the number of  fitting parameters. Calculations were per- 
formed for all peptide conformations listed in Table 2. To 

TABLE 4 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED AUTO- AND CROSS-CORRELATION TIMES FOR DIFFERENT BONDS IN DIPEPTIDES 
GK AND KG" 

Peptide Gly C~C Lys 

C~H C~H HC~H C~I-1 HCvI-I C~H HC~H C~H HC~H 

GK (exp) 95 49 42 -11 32 0.1 26 9 18 -4 
GK (tttt) 90 46 45 -11 31 -2 20 -1.1 25 -2 
GK (tg g-t) 83 48 49 -11 26 -5 22 -4 23 -2 
GK (tg tg ) 81 49 48 -11 25 -5 22 -2 22 -2 
GK (tg+tg § 82 47 47 -11 31 -5 22 2 22 -3 

G K  b (exp) 88 46 31 -9 24 3 20 -0.2 16 -1 
GK b (tttt) 60 40 39 -9 24 2 22 3 19 4 

KG (exp) 71 42 33 -23 24 -2 17 12 17 2 
KG (tttt) 50 35 42 -22 22 -6 18 -3 17 -2 
KG (tg tg-) 50 39 43 -20 23 -3 18 -0.7 18 -2 
KG (tg+tg § 48 39 42 -20 22 -5 17 -1 17 -2 
KG (tttg-) 49 38 43 -19 23 -5 18 -2 17 -1 

KG b (exp) 86 28 23 -2 19 -5 12 -4 12 0.7 
K G  b ( t t t t )  28 28 28 -2 17 -2 14 -0.3 14 -0.1 

Correlation times (ps) were calculated from a multiple restricted rotational diffusion model. 
b Results of calculations for pH = 10. All other data are for pH = 6. Corresponding conformations were taken from Table 2. 
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TABLE 5 
FITTING PARAMETERS DETERMINED FOR GK AND KG AT 298 K a 

Peptide ~l A0 0 D ~D A~2 D2 A~3 D3 A7-.4 D4 

GK (tttt) 92 36 133 277 69 16 59 43 85 > 100 
GK (tg g-t) 84 59 13 306 141 14 120 > 100 85 > 100 
GK (tg-tg-) 83 51 7 58 141 15 106 > 100 85 > 100 
GK (tg+tg § 84 32 169 247 45 > 100 115 94 85 > 100 

GK b (tttt) 60 38 142 269 51 > 100 44 > 100 144 > 100 

KG (tttt) 55 89 61 301 116 14 116 > 100 85 > 100 
KG (tg-tg-) 51 31 89 92 52 73 116 > 100 85 > 100 
KG (tg+tg +) 50 28 93 95 150 13 110 > 100 85 > 100 
KG (tttg) 50 35 89 268 52 > 100 123 > 100 85 > 100 

KG b (tttt) 48 47 33 31 141 22 40 > 100 85 > 100 

" Data were obtained using a multiple restricted rotational diffusion model. All correlation times are in ps; angles are in degrees. Internal rotation 
diffusion coefficients are in 109 s-L 

b Results of calculations for pH= 10. All other data are for pH=6. 

determine parameters for overall tumbling, the auto-cor- 
relation times for rotations o f  the glycine C~C and lysine 
C~H, C~H bonds and the rotational cross-correlation 
times for lysine HC~H were all used under the assumption 
that the N-C~-(C~)-C lysine fragment is rigid. In GK,  the 
C~C glycine bond is approximately parallel to the N-C~ 
lysine bond, and in KG, the C~C glycine bond is approxi- 
mately parallel to the C~-C lysine bond. For this reason, 
x0 (Table 3) can be used to estimate values for N-C a and 
C~-C bond tumbling correlation times. 

Table 4 gives calculated auto- and cross-correlation 
times determined by using parameters listed in Table 5. 
Auto-correlation times are relatively well fit, with the 
exception of  data for KG at pH 10. For the lysine side 
chain, this approach failed to determine the positive sign 
o f  the HC~H bond rotational cross-correlation time in 
both G K  and KG at pH = 6. Although better fits can be 
obtained when the rotational diffusion anisotropy, D• 
is less than 0.1, such values are unrealistic. The error in 
determining At~ and xi is about 30%. The angles A0 given 
in Table 5 characterize deviations o f  the z-axis o f  the 
moment  o f  inertia and the rotation diffusion tensor. A0 
reflects the importance o f  intermolecular interactions for 
overall molecular rotation. For most conformations, 
deviations are around 30 ~ and there is no significant 
difference between G K  and KG. For some conforma- 
tions, At2 falls between 50 ~ and 60 ~ and is in good agree- 
ment with results for poly-L-lysine presented by Wittebort 

et al. (1980). In these shorter peptides, however, both At3 
and internal diffusion coefficients are substantially larger. 
The average fitting error for experimental correlation 
times is 6 ps for G K  and 9 ps for KG. Optimal fitting 
was obtained for G K  with a (tttt) lysine side-chain con- 
formation (error=4.5 ps) and for KG with a (tg-tg-) 
conformation (error = 8.5 ps). These conformations can be 
considered to be preferable or the most  stable; they ac- 
count  best for the experimental data by using the model 
of  multiple independent restricted internal diffusional 
rotations. Nevertheless, these fitting errors are approxi- 
mately twice as large as average experimental errors, 
especially for cross-correlation terms where positive and 
negative signs cannot even be described. The sensitivity o f  
cross-correlation functions to rotational anisotropy makes 
it imperative to develop a new approach to describe cor- 
related internal rotations in lysine side chains (as well as 
in other amino acids with long alkyl groups). 

Stochastic dynamics modeling 
Computer  modeling using the stochastic dynamics 

algorithm described above was done in an attempt to 
explain the different signs for cross-correlation times. 
Only lysine side-chain dynamics are considered in this 
section. The anisotropy of  overall tumbling is most  im- 
portant  for t ]  rotations. For t2, t3 and t4 rotations, this 
anisotropy can be neglected. For the calculations, the 
following rotational amplitudes were considered: At] = 

TABLE 6 
ORDER PARAMETERS $2~, OF DIFFERENT BONDS FOR DIFFERENT CONFORMATIONS OF GK a 

Conformation C~H C~H HC~H C~H HCrH C~H HC~H C~H HC~H 

(tttt) 0.79 0.54 -0.14 0.34 -0.02 0.19 0.04 0.1 0.05 
(tg-tg-) 0.49 0.49 -0.14 0.32 -0.06 0.18 0.0 0.15 -0.09 
(tg+tg +) 0.39 0.38 -0.09 0.26 -0.02 0.14 0.0 0.12 -0.07 
(tg-g t) 0.55 0.50 -0.14 0.35 -0.08 0.24 -0.08 0.13 -0.03 

a Order parameters were calculated with a stochastic dynamics algorithm. All conformations are defined in Table 2. 
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AUTO- AND CROSS-CORRELATION TIMES FOR GK AT 298 K a 
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pH CvH HCvI-I C~H HC~H C~H HC~H 

2 26 -5 19 M 13 -2 
6 37 -2 21 4 14 2 

10 26 -4 17 -1 13 -3 

All correlation times are in ps and were calculated with a stochastic dynamics algorithm. 

AX2 = AX3 = AX4 = 30 ~ AV1 = 100 ~ and Aq)  2 = 70 ~ These val- 
ues are consistent with molecular dynamics results and 
give the best fit to all experimental data, including cross- 
correlation times. Recoil coefficients calculated from the 
moments of inertia (Eq. 9) were used. It was assumed 
that internal rotation correlation times are much smaller 
than overall tumbling correlation times. In this case, Eq. 
19 shows that '~ab : Sab'~0" Order parameters S 2 b ,  given in 
Table 6, were obtained from the plateau of calculated 
correlation functions int Cab (t). Conformational states listed 
in Table 2 are considered to be equilibrium conforma- 
tions, and calculations were performed for all states. The 
most interesting problem was to explain the sign of cross- 
correlation times for lysine HC~H rotations. Since this be- 
havior is similar in these peptides, only results for GK 
will be presented. It has been assumed that experimentally 
determined correlation times represent an average over all 
conformational states. To simplify the calculations, only 
conformations presented in Table 2 will be considered. 
The correlation time can be approximated as: 

X,b : "~0~ Ci Si, b (25) 
i 

where ci is the fraction of the ith conformation, and Si, b 
is the corresponding conformational order parameter. The 
overall correlation time, z 0, was obtained by minimizing 
the function: 

s = ~ (Xab(exp) - "Cab) 2 (26) 

where summation was performed over all experimentally 
determined correlation times Zab(exp). Table 7 gives the 
auto- and cross-correlation times calculated from Sab and 
%. The value of %=95+ 10 ps best describes the experi- 
mental data and is in good agreement with the value of 
z. derived from the model of multiple restricted diffusion 
rotations. This approach (Table 7) gives the correct sign 
for cross-correlation times and is better able to describe 
the experimental data than is the model of multiple re- 
stricted diffusion rotations. By using Eqs. 25 and 26, 
simple minimization was performed to estimate the con- 
formational fraction. Consistent with molecular dynamics 
simulations, the (tttt) conformation is preferred at pH = 6. 
At low and high pH values, the fraction of the all-trans 
lysine side-chain conformation decreases to about 40%, 
while (tg+tg +) and (tg-g-t) conformational populations in- 

crease accordingly. Results at pH = 10 are consistent with 
molecular dynamics data (Fig. 4) which indicate more fre- 
quent rotational jumps in the lysine side chain. Although 
these results should be considered qualitative, one can 
conclude that the model of correlated fluctuations can de- 
scribe both auto- and cross-correlation times better than 
the model of independent internal rotations, even when 
anisotropic overall tumbling is taken into account. 

Conclusions 

The results presented here serve to illustrate the sensi- 
tivity of cross-correlation spectral densities to peptide 
backbone and side-chain internal rotations. L3C NMR 
relaxation data for GK, KG and GKG could not be 
explained by any rotational model which treats various 
bond rotations independently, even taking into account 
anisotropic overall peptide tumbling. Changes in the sign 
and magnitude of lysine side-chain methylene cross-corre- 
lation times could be explained only by considering corre- 
lated internal rotations. This study also highlights the 
importance of electrostatic interactions in defining peptide 
dynamics. In the fully charged state, carboxy and amino 
groups stabilize backbone and lysine side-chain orienta- 
tions, probably by forming water 'bridges' between 
charged groups. For GK, internal rotational mobility 
increases on reducing the charged state. In GKG and 
G G G  (Daragan and Mayo, 1993), terminal glycines be- 
have similarly, consistent with similar q0, V rotational 
energy profiles. A model parameterized for correlated 
internal rotations and coupled overall tumbling/internal 
rotations had relative success in describing lysine side- 
chain dynamics. More simplified approaches, however, 
need to be developed to more easily obtain internal bond 
rotation parameters from NMR relaxation data. 
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